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Abstract1

Tandem gene duplicates are important parts of eukaryotic genome structure, yet the phenotypic effects of new tandem duplications are not well-understood,
in part owing to a lack of techniques to build and modify them. We introduce a method, Recombinase-Mediated Tandem Duplication (RMTD), to engineer
specific tandem duplications in vivo using CRISPR and recombinases. We describe construction of four different tandem duplications of the Alcohol
Dehydrogenase (Adh) gene in Drosophila melanogaster, with duplicated block sizes ranging from 4.2 kb to 20.7 kb. Flies with the Adh duplications show
elevated ADH enzyme activity over unduplicated single copies. This approach to engineering duplications is combinatoric, opening the door to systematic
study of the relationship between the structure of tandem duplications and their effects on expression.
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Introduction1

Tandem duplicate genes are a prevalent feature of genomes, with2

at least 17% of Drosophila melanogaster genes occurring in tandem3

clusters (Ashburner et al. 1999). Duplication of an entire gene4

produces a redundant copy, but it may also alter the phenotype5

through changes in gene expression. Understanding the expres-6

sion outcome of tandem duplication mutations could be useful for7

understanding the evolutionary trajectory of duplicated genes and8

for rational design of gene expression in genetic engineering (Lan9

and Pritchard 2016; Birchler and Yang 2022; Loehlin et al. 2022).10

Although a simple prediction holds that duplicating a gene will11

double the gene expression level, current studies suggest that de-12

viations from this two-fold hypothesis are frequent for transgenic13

and naturally occurring tandem duplicates (Cardoso-Moreira et al.14

2016; Lan and Pritchard 2016; Loehlin and Carroll 2016; Hayward15

et al. 2017; Rogers et al. 2017; Konrad et al. 2018; Loehlin et al. 2022).16

Further evidence that tandem duplicated genes may not express17

independently from one another comes from the observation that18

tandem genes are co-regulated in important developmental pro-19

cesses (Levo et al. 2022). Understanding when, how, and why20

such deviations occur will be critical for developing a theory of21

tandem duplicate gene expression. To systematically investigate22

these questions, flexible techniques for creation and modification23

of tandem duplicate genes will be required.24

In the wild, tandem duplication mutations are thought to origi-25

nate by ectopic homologous recombination, in which a crossover or26

repair event occurs between non-allelic but otherwise identical se-27

quences (Carvalho and Lupski 2016). Emulating ectopic crossovers28

has promise for engineering tandem duplications. However, the29

key first step, where a double-strand-break occurs in one chro-30

mosome homolog and not the other, is not easily achieved with31
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current endonuclease-based technologies such as CRISPR-Cas9. 32

We speculated that a two-step approach could work (Figure 1): In 33

the first step, two modified chromosome homologs are generated, 34

by separately inserting marked sequences to the left, and to the 35

right, of the segment to be duplicated. The two asymmetrically 36

modified homologs would then be introduced to the same cell by 37

genetic crosses, followed by induction of ectopic crossing-over be- 38

tween the modified sites using a sequence-specific endonuclease. 39

Serine recombinases, such as Flp, are widely used in genetic 40

engineering to recombine two DNA molecules (Turan and Bode 41

2011). The Flp enzyme catalyzes a high efficiency of crossover at a 42

specific site, FRT, the Flip Recombination Target. An early Flp-FRT 43

study in Drosophila reported the production of various chromoso- 44

mal rearrangements, including large segmental duplications, using 45

random P-element insertions carrying a FRT site and a white (w+) 46

marker gene (Golic 1994). That study suggested to us that precise 47

tandem duplications of specific genes could be produced if the 48

marker-FRT constructs were targeted to specific sites. 49

In this paper, we describe the design and production of tandem 50

duplications of the D. melanogaster Adh gene (FBgn0000055) using 51

Flp recombinase (Figure 1). Marker-FRT constructs are targeted to 52

specific sites on either side of the gene using CRISPR-Cas9. These 53

constructs are marked with the semi-dominant mini-w eye color 54

gene. CRISPR insertions are detected by gain of the w+ marker. 55

Two such insertions are combined along with a Flp gene, with 56

recombinase-mediated tandem duplications (RMTD) detected by 57

loss of the w+ markers. We verify that the change in marker 58

phenotype corresponds to the predicted genomic manipulation by 59

quantifying the changes in DNA copy number and ADH enzyme 60

activity. We then discuss practical considerations for design of 61

experiments using this approach. 62
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Figure 1 Overview of RMTD procedure. A) marker-FRT and B)
FRT-marker constructs are separately inserted on either side of
the gene of interest. C) The two marked chromosome homologs
are brought together in a heterozygote, along with an unlinked
hs-Flp recombinase gene. When activated by heat shock, Flp re-
combinase may cause crossover at the FRT sites. D) Recombinant
chromosomes. Note that the tandem duplication (TD) chromo-
some is unique in lacking a marker gene. E-F) With multiple FRT
insertion sites, a variety of duplications of varying structure and
size can be engineered.

Materials and methods1

Fly strains2

Genetic manipulations were performed in strains derived from3

the Cas9-expressing strain BDSC 55821 (Bloomington Drosophila4

Stock Center #55821, genotype y[1] M{GFP[E.3xP3]=vas-Cas9.RFP-5

}ZH-2A w[1118]). We primarily worked with a culture of this strain,6

here referred to as BG-55821, obtained from BestGene, Inc. (Chino7

Hills, CA), in 2018. As described in the Results, this strain was8

segregating for two distinct Adh alleles, of the Adhslow and Adh f ast
9

types, but this variation was not detected until after most exper-10

iments were conducted. For enzyme assays, a culture of BDSC11

55821 was obtained in 2022 from the Bloomington Drosophila12

Stock Center and confirmed to be homozygous for Adhslow. We13

also used 55821-Fast, a line derived from BG-55821 that is homozy-14

gous for Adh f ast. The source of Flp enzyme was strain BDSC 1929,15

y w hs-Flp; Sco
CyO . Candidate duplications were isolated using our16

lab’s balancer stock y w; Sco
CyO .17

CRISPR Insertion sites18

Several regions near Adh were chosen as insertion sites to place19

marker-FRT constructs. CRISPR target sites were chosen using the20

DRSC Find CRISPRs tool https://www.flyrnai.org/crispr/. Sites were 21

chosen if they had an Efficiency Score > 8 and if the sequences 22

of strain BG-55821 matched the reference sequence. Locations of 23

insertion sites MX2, MX5, MX6, and MX10 are shown in Figure 24

2. Sequence of the candidate insertion site regions from BG-55821 25

were obtained, as follows. Sequences near the Adh gene were ob- 26

tained using an existing primer set, Adh-clone-F1 and Adh-clone- 27

R1 (Loehlin et al. 2019), by PCR amplification, cloning into pGem- 28

T-Easy, and Sanger sequencing with primers listed in Loehlin et al. 29

(2019). Sequences of more distal regions, i.e., around sites MX2 30

and MX10, were obtained Sanger sequence of PCR products using 31

primers listed in File S1. 32

Guide RNA plasmids were built using the KLD procedure 33

into vector pU6-3-chiRNA (Gratz et al. 2014; Dean et al. 2022) 34

with primers listed in File S1. Guide sequences are: MX2 CT- 35

GAATAATAAGTGGTTGT, MX5 CGAAACCGCTACTCTGGCT, 36

MX6 TAGATGTGCTTAATTATGA, MX10 TTAGCCAGCCAA- 37

GATTTAT. G was added at position 20 as in (Gratz et al. 2014). 38

CRISPaint constructs 39

Our first approach to CRISPR used the homology-independent 40

CRISPaint approach (Schmid-Burgk et al. 2016; Bosch et al. 41

2020). CRISPaint marker-FRT constructs were built using 42

the MoClo (Modular Cloning) approach (Lee et al. 2015). 43

Designs were conducted using Geneious Prime (Biomatters, 44

Inc.). Assembly of the w-FRT construct, CRISPaintL, was 45

detailed in (Dean et al. 2022). The FRT-w construct, CRI- 46

SPaintR, was built similarly but using a different Level 1 vec- 47

tor: (t1)ConLS’-(t234r)GFPdropout-(t5)ConRE’-(t67)dmo-miniw- 48

(t8a)AmpRColE1-(t8b)dmo-CRISPaint-targetR. Part sequences are 49

in (Dean et al. 2022), except for (t67)dmo-miniw, which has the 50

same sequence as the (t7)miniw but with BsaI overhangs for type 51

6 (TACA) and type 7 (CCGA), and (t8b)dmo-CRISPaint-targetR, 52

whose sequence is given in File S1. Primers are in File S1. 53

HDR-CRISPR assembly 54

Marker-FRT constructs with homology arms were built according 55

to the plan diagrammed in Figure 3. The design and assembly 56

approaches are detailed in (Dean et al. 2022). Briefly, homology- 57

arm PCR products were assembled with a vector fragment and a 58

marker-FRT insert fragment. The same vector, H-arm-CFP, from 59

(Dean et al. 2022) was used; this vector is marked with 3xP3-CFP to 60

detect improper insertions. For the marker-FRT inserts, variants of 61

that paper’s FRT-w-FRT insert plasmid were designed. The FRT-w 62

insert plasmid, called Harm-Fw, was built by substituting at type- 63

5 the part (t5)attP39Brc-con2 (primers in File S1). Likewise, the 64

w-FRT insert plasmid, called Harm-wF, was built by substituting 65

the type-1 part (t1)attP39B-con1. Harm-Fw consists of (t1)FRT48- 66

attP39B-(t234)dmo-miniw-(t5)attP39Brc-(t678)KanRColE1. Harm- 67

wF consists of (t1)attP39B-(t234)dmo-miniw-(t5)attP39Brc-FRT48- 68

(t678)KanRColE1. 69

The homology arms were PCR amplified from BG-55821 using 70

primers listed in File S1. Because many candidate homology arms 71

contained BsmBI restriction sites, assembly of homology arms to 72

vector fragments was conducted using Gibson assembly, rather 73

than MoClo/Golden Gate assembly. All constructs were verified 74

by Sanger sequencing of junctions and end-to-end coverage of 75

PCR-amplified segments. 76

Injections 77

Plasmids were mixed at a concentration of 500 ng/µL insert and 78

50 ng/µL each guide RNA. Fly embryo injections were performed 79
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Figure 2 Structure of Adh region annotated with CRISPR sites and the predicted span of duplications. Guide RNA sites show the posi-
tion of insertion for the marker-FRT constructs. Gene features are from the reference annotation, NT_033779. Only a subset of mRNA
isoforms is shown for each gene, including the major Adh larval and adult isoforms. Enhancer element regions are based on Posakony
et al. (1985) and Falb and Maniatis (1992). The "mobile element" is part of the reference Iso1 sequence, and is retained for scale, but is not
present in any of the strains used here. The element is a 396 bp fragment that replaces a 68bp sequence present in BDSC 55821. The 68bp
variant is typical of most other whole genome-sequenced D. melanogaster strains (Chakraborty et al. 2019).

by BestGene, Inc. (Chino Hills, CA) into strain BG-55821. Typically,1

~300 embryos were injected, then 45-60 G0 flies were crossed to2

y w, then G1 progeny inspected for red eye phenotype. Failed3

injections were repeated for an additional ~300 embryos. Red-4

eyed progeny were then sib-crossed or balanced using y w; Sco
CyO to5

make homozygous lines. In preparation for tandem duplication,6

males were crossed to y w hs-Flp; Sco
CyO to make homozygous lines7

that were y w hs-Flp; w+ FRT or y w hs-Flp; FRT w+.8

Sequence verification of insertions9

Correct insertion of marker-FRT constructs was verified by Sanger10

sequencing of PCR products. For sites MX2 and MX10, insertions11

were verified using spanning PCR initiated with primers outside12

the homology arms (primers in File S1). For MX5 and MX6, inser-13

tions were verified using junction PCRs from outside the homology14

arms into mini-w (primers in File S1 and Loehlin et al. (2019)). To15

verify that the correct Adh allele had been inserted next to, the gene16

region from each insertion line was PCR amplified using primers17

Adhseq-1857F/MX6-Rharm-R, then Sanger sequenced. All inserts18

were found at the correct sites and to be next to the Adhslow allele19

of BDSC 55821.20

RMTD crosses21

To induce tandem duplication, heterozygous F1 larvae were heat-22

shocked three times for 1h or 2h in a 37◦C microbiological incuba-23

tor, at days ~2, 4, and 6 after egg laying and then returned to room24

temperature. As described below, we found the 2h heat shock to25

be more effective. F1 males were then crossed to balancer y w; Sco
CyO26

females. To screen for putative tandem duplications, we collected 27

F2 males in separate vials and aged them for 4-9 days to allow the 28

eye color to develop. White-eyed F2 males were then crossed to 29

balancer females to maintain the duplication ("Bal2" refers to either 30

CyO or Sco). The crossing scheme is as follows: 31

y w hs-Flp; w+ FRT Adh × y w hs-Flp; Adh FRT w+ (P)

↙ [heat-shock F1 larvae]

y w hs-Flp
↽

;
w+ FRT Adh
Adh FRT w+ × y w

y w
;

Sco
CyO

(F1 cross)

↙ ↓ ↘
w+ FRT Adh

Bal2

∣∣∣∣ Adh FRT w+

Bal2

∣∣∣∣Adh FRT Adh
Bal2

∣∣∣∣w+ FRT w+

Bal2
(F2)

y w
↽

;
Adh FRT Adh

Bal2
× y w

y w
;

Sco
CyO

(F2 cross)

↙ ↘
y w
↽

;
Adh FRT Adh

CyO
× y w

y w
;

Adh FRT Adh
CyO

(F3 cross)

↙ ↘
y w
↽

;
Adh FRT Adh
Adh FRT Adh

× y w
y w

;
Adh FRT Adh
Adh FRT Adh

(F4 cross)

3xP3-ECFP
Right homology-arm

FRT

500 bp

attP mini-w

mini-w

Left homology-arm
ColE1 originAmpR

attP

FRTB

A

Figure 3 A) Linear structure of an example w-FRT construct used for homology-directed-repair, to scale. An additional feature of the
construct is the inclusion of PhiC31 attP sites for cassette exchange (Bateman and Wu 2008). B) An example FRT-w construct.
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Copy number determination1

Copy numbers of w and Adh were determined using droplet-digital2

PCR using a QX200 instrument (Bio-Rad, Inc.). Genomic DNA3

from single adult male flies was extracted using using the Monarch4

Genomic DNA Purification Kit (New England Biolabs), using a pro-5

tocol we developed (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bp2l694qklqe/6

v1, Loehlin (2022)). Testing suggested this procedure was more7

reliable for copy number determination than single-fly "squish"8

extractions (Gloor and Engels 1992), which are simpler to perform9

but often showed irregular copy-number calls.10

For digital PCR, 2 µL of genomic DNA prep was fragmented by11

restriction digest in 20 µL reactions with EcoRV-HF and HinDIII-12

HF (New England Biolabs) for 2h. 4 µL of digest product was13

assayed in 20 µL PCR reactions using Bio-Rad ddPCR Supermix14

for Probes (no dUTP) using the manufacturer’s recommended pro-15

cedure. Assays were duplex, comparing copy number of control16

gene RpL32 to w or Adh. Primers and probes are listed in File S1.17

ddPCR results were inspected in Bio-Rad QuantaSoft Analysis Pro.18

Droplets were manually segmented, applying the same threshold19

to all samples simultaneously. Data were plotted using R package20

ggplot2.21

Photography22

Fly images were recorded on a Zeiss Stemi 305 trinocular stereomi-23

croscope under similar lighting conditions. Flies were killed by24

freezing for 24h and then photographed within 5 min of thaw to25

preserve eye color, as in (Dean et al. 2022). For the published image,26

contrast was enhanced by uniformly adjusting levels across images27

(i.e., one leveling filter was applied to the multipanel figure) using28

Adobe Photoshop.29

Adh enzyme assay30

Adh activity was assayed from 4d old adult male flies, following31

the high-throughput procedure described in Loehlin et al. (2019),32

using a MultiSkan GO spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scien-33

tific). 3 replicate low-density cultures of each genotype were set up34

and the parents flipped to new vials every 48h. A sample consisted35

of 4 flies homogenized together; 1-2 samples were measured per36

vial per day. On a given sampling day (5 day replicates total),37

all genotypes were measured, though some vials didn’t produce38

enough flies on certain days for a full set of replicates. ADH en-39

zyme activity (units: ∆Abs340nm min−1 mL−1) and total protein40

(units: mg mL−1; Pierce BCA Assay, Thermo Fisher Scientific) of41

each sample were measured 3 times in technical replicates. Tech-42

nical replicates were averaged to produce a single response value43

per homogenate (sample), then log-transformed to account for44

variance that increased with the mean. The response variable was45

thus log2(
average ADH activity
average total protein ). Data were analyzed using a mixed-46

effects model (R package lme4), with genotype as main effect and47

vial and day as crossed-factor random effects. Tukey multiple pair-48

wise comparisons were computed from model fits using R package49

emmeans and presented in the graph using compact letters display50

(cld) using package multcomp.51

Results52

Development of marker insertion sites for the Adh gene53

We investigated whether the RMTD approach (Figure 1) was a54

practical means of generating new tandem duplications from a55

variety of starting positions. To develop and test the approach,56

we focused on the model gene Adh, whose expression is easily57

quantified with an enzyme assay. We sought to duplicate a seg- 58

ment containing the Adh transcription unit as well as sequences 59

required for expression in adult flies, which have been mapped 60

to within 660bp of the start site of the adult transcript (Posakony 61

et al. 1985; Falb and Maniatis 1992). On each side of this segment, 62

we developed CRISPR guide RNAs for two pairs of sites (Figure 63

2) that could be used to create a range of duplicated blocks. We 64

attempted to insert w+ FRT constructs on the left of Adh, at sites 65

MX2 and MX5, and FRT w+ constructs on the right, at sites MX6 66

and MX10. Four possible duplications could be generated from 67

these site combinations, with duplicated block sizes of 4.2 kb, 8.6 68

kb, 16.3 kb, and 20.7 kb (Figure 2). 69

Unsuccessful marker insertion using CRISPaint 70

Our initial approach to insert marker-FRT sites applied the CRI- 71

SPaint strategy (Schmid-Burgk et al. 2016; Bosch et al. 2020; Dean 72

et al. 2022). In this approach, the CRISPR/Cas9-induced DNA 73

break in the injected embryo is repaired by nonhomologous end 74

joining. A linearized marker construct is provided, which may 75

insert at the cut site. Marker insertion is detected by phenotypic 76

screening of the offspring of the injected organisms. The marker 77

we used, mini-w+, is an attenuated version of the gene that par- 78

tially restores eye pigmentation in w− flies within a range from 79

pale yellow to wild-type red that depends on sex, copy number, 80

and the genomic position of insertions (Chetverina et al. 2008). In 81

this experiment, no F1 progeny with pigmented eyes were recov- 82

ered for insertions at sites MX5, MX6, and MX10 (~600 embryos 83

were injected and ~100 G1 families screened per site). The injec- 84

tions targeting site MX2 resulted in two progeny with pigmented 85

eyes. In one line, which had a yellowish eye color in heterozygous 86

males, PCR analysis identified junctions from both the left side 87

and the right side of the genomic DNA into the right side of the 88

marker construct. This suggested that two constructs had inserted 89

in head-to-head orientation. The other line, which had a brownish 90

eye color, did not survive. It remains possible that single inser- 91

tions of the mini-w marker occurred but were not detected due 92

to the weak expression of the marker (described below). Regard- 93

less, no correctly oriented insertion lines were identified with this 94

approach. 95

Successful marker insertion using HDR-CRISPR 96

We next attempted to insert marker-constructs into the same sites 97

using the homology-directed-repair (HDR) strategy for CRISPR 98

(Gratz et al. 2014), which has worked effectively for us in the past 99

(Loehlin et al. 2022; Dean et al. 2022). Marker constructs were 100

assembled for each site: either a w+ FRT or FRT w+ insert flanked 101

with ~500bp homology arms that match the sequence flanking 102

the double-strand-break. The plasmid backbone carried a 3xP3- 103

ECFP (cyan fluorescent) marker to screen for plasmid backbone 104

insertions, which can be frequent with this procedure (Bier et al. 105

2018; Zirin et al. 2021). Per construct, one batch of 300 embryos 106

was injected. One line was recovered at site MX5 and one at site 107

MX10. At site MX6, three independent lines were recovered, with 108

equivalent eye color; one (MX6.1) was chosen for further analysis. 109

At site MX2, three independent lines were recovered. Two lines 110

had darker eyes than the other, suggesting that multiple copies 111

of the marker had inserted, so we chose the lighter-colored line, 112

MX2.3, for further analysis. PCR and sequence analysis of the 113

insertions suggested that each marker-FRT construct had inserted 114

in the correct position and orientation. 115

Eye color varied among the four insertion lines (Figure 4). 116

Such variation could be the result of 1) multiple insertions of 117
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Figure 4 Visible phenotypes used to identify tandem duplica-
tions. A-G) Eye color of w+ in the MX insertion lines ranges
substantially. Under working conditions, the weak w+ insertions
were not easily distinguished from w−. w− genotypes include
the source stock BG-55821 and tandem duplicates (TD). Hemizy-
gous males aged 6-8d are shown, as they represent the genotype
and approximate age when phenotypic screening for tandem du-
plications was performed. H) Faint eye color of one of the single-
copy insertions in a recently eclosed male. I) Outspread/curved
wing phenotype of homozygous TD10/2 tandem duplication,
also seen in TD6/2, and not in other genotypes.

the construct during the homology directed repair process due1

to crossover repair (Figure 5) (Bier et al. 2018) or 2) position-effects2

from the insertion location. Both factors were evident. Cyan flu-3

orescence was detected in lines MX5.1, MX6.1, and the darker-4

colored MX2 lines, indicating that the plasmid backbone had in-5

serted. To verify how many copies of the mini-w+ marker had6

inserted, we quantified w+ gene copy number using digital PCR7

analysis (Figure 6). The non-fluorescent MX2.3 and MX10.1 lines8

contained one inserted w+ copy, as predicted for a canonical HDR-9

CRISPR insertion. The cyan fluorescent lines MX5.1 and MX6.110

were confirmed to contain two inserted w+ gene copies, as pre-11

dicted for a backbone insertion at the target site (Figure 5). Posi-12

tion effects of the insertions also appear to play a role in eye color:13

MX2.3 is more pigmented than MX10.1, though both carry one w+
14

copy, and MX5.1 is darker than MX6.1, though both carry two w+
15

copies.16

Given that the only insertion recovered at two of our sites con-17

tained extraneous marker-FRT insertions, it was uncertain whether18

these would interfere with the RMTD process. We speculated that19

crossovers at the gene-proximal FRT sites could still recombine20

out all distal inserted copies, potentially resulting in markerless21

tandem duplications with the intended structure (Figure 5). If this22

A

B

D

backbone
mini-w mini-w

mini-w

Adh

mini-w Adh

Adh

mini-w

mini-w

Adh

multiple-marker-insertion

C one model for multiple-marker-insertion

RMTD using multiple-marker insertion

canonical HDR model

mini-w

mini-w Adh

Figure 5 A) Multiple marker insertions are often observed in
Drosophila HDR-CRISPR experiments. Here, these would contain
two mini-w+ and the plasmid backbone, including 3xP3-ECFP
marker (cyan). B) Canonical HDR-CRISPR insertion should in-
sert only the region between the homology arms. C) Alterna-
tive model that could explain multiple-marker insertion. Upon
double-strand break, each broken chromosome end invades a
separate HDR construct. Resolution of an intact chromosome
could occur if an additional homologous strand exchange takes
place; depending on its position, a multiple-marker-insertion
could result. D) Markerless tandem duplication could still be
achieved from multiple-marker-insertion(s) if Flp-mediated
crossover occurred at the gene-proximal FRT sites.

inference was wrong, we should only be able to obtain markerless 23

tandem duplications from the single insertions (i.e., sites MX2 and 24

MX10). 25

Tandem duplications produced 26

To test the procedure for Flp-mediated duplication, we set up 27

crosses among all four combinations of left-side insertion (w+ FRT 28

at MX2 or MX5) with right-side insertion (FRT w+ at MX6 or 29

MX10). 8 to 20 F1 males that had been heat-shocked to induce Flp 30

were crossed, singly, to balancer females, then their F2 progeny 31

were screened for loss of eye color. Due to the weak phenotype 32

of single mini-w copies, we found that we could only confidently 33

distinguish the diagnostic w− phenotype in males, not females, 34

and only after several days of aging (Figure 4). 35

In our first trial of the duplication procedure, we isolated two 36

independent tandem duplications that combined sites 5 and 6, 37

and chose one line, named TD6/5.1, for further analysis. This 38

confirmed that markerless duplications could be obtained from 39

multiple-marker-insertion lines. We also isolated one duplication 40

line that combined sites 2 and 10, named TD10/2.1. No dupli- 41

cations of 10/5 and 6/2 were recovered in this trial. This rate of 42

tandem duplication recovery was not as high as we had anticipated 43
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Figure 6 Gene copy number of insertion and tandem duplication
lines. Copy number in homozygous male flies was measured in
duplex digital PCR assays, with count of focal gene (w or Adh)
normalized to count of autosomal control gene RpL32. Each
point is a measurement of a separate single-fly genomic DNA
preparation, n=3 per genotype. The w assay also detects the w−

allele from the endogenous X-linked locus, which is expected to
contribute 0.5 copies in these hemizygous males.

based on other applications of Flp-FRT in Drosophila (e.g. Golic1

and Lindquist (1989); Harrison and Perrimon (1993); Golic (1994)).2

Several subsequent trials were fruitless. We speculated that our3

procedure was suboptimal somehow, and ran across the study of4

Chou and Perrimon (1992), which determined that germline Flp-5

FRT activity in Drosophila was much higher with longer heat-shock6

periods, e.g., 2h, versus the 1h heat-shock of typical protocols.7

To determine whether a longer heat-shock period would be8

effective, we repeated the crosses of sites 10 by 5 and 6 by 2, with9

two heat shocks of 2h applied to F1 larvae. Most F1 adults showed10

eye color mosaicism, which is an indicator of somatic recombina-11

tion and thus successful Flp-FRT activity. Approximately 70% of12

crosses using mosaic-eyed F1 males or females yielded at least one13

white-eyed F2 male. These observations confirmed that the longer14

heat-shock was effective. We selected one line of each duplication15

type, lines TD6/2.20 and TD10/5.16, for detailed analysis.16

Outspread wings (Figure 4J) were observed in homozygous17

TD10/2 and TD6/2 flies, but not other genotypes, consistent with18

loss of function of outspread (osp). This makes sense because tandem19

Adh duplications using site MX2 will duplicate two exons of the20

osp gene, resulting in a truncating frame-shift.21

To verify that Adh had actually been duplicated in the w− flies,22

we quantified Adh and w+ genomic copy number using digital23

PCR (Figure 6). Each genotype showed a copy number of Adh24

and w genes that was consistent with the RMTD procedure having25

worked as predicted.26

Tandem duplication increases ADH activity27

We are motivated to understand whether tandem duplication will28

result in a simple doubling of gene expression, or some other29

outcome, perhaps owing to interactions between the gene copies30

or other regulatory elements within duplicated blocks. The re-31

sults presented above suggest that we have produced sequence- 32

identical duplications with different structures, which could begin 33

to address those questions. However, we recovered only a single 34

replicate of several of the genotypes, which limits the explanatory 35

power of a gene expression comparison at present. Nevertheless, 36

we reasoned that we could still conduct a pilot study to determine 37

if the presumed tandem duplications of Adh had any effect on 38

gene expression, and if this is uniform or varies in some way with 39

duplication structure, influencing the design of future experiments. 40

To explore these questions, we compared the expression levels 41

of the marker-insertion and tandem duplication lines described 42

above. We measured expression level using a high-throughput 43

ADH enzyme activity assay that has been tuned to show a one- 44

to-one response to changes in enzyme concentration (Loehlin and 45

Carroll 2016; Loehlin et al. 2019). We measured one line each of the 46

four types of duplications and single-copy insertions. To verify that 47

the expression levels of the duplicates were within a normal range, 48

we also measured activity of the pre-insertion starting strain, BDSC 49

55821 (which carries the Adhslow allele that was then duplicated) 50

and a single-copy Adh f ast allele, 55821-Fast, in the same genetic 51

background. Typical Adh f ast alleles produce two or more times 52

higher ADH activity than Adhslow alleles (Laurie et al. 1991; Loehlin 53

et al. 2019), similar to the anticipated effects of tandem duplicating 54

the Adhslow allele. 55

ADH enzyme activity is presented in Figure 7. The marker 56

insertion lines varied in activity: most strikingly, MX5.1 showed 57

3-fold lower activity than the others. MX2.3 was slightly lower 58

than both MX6.1 and MX10.1 (Tukey’s HSD tests, P < 0.05). The 59

two insertions on the right side of Adh, MX6.1 and MX10.1, were 60

not significantly different from one another (P = 0.98). Compared 61

with the un-inserted strain BDSC 55821, MX2.3 and MX6.1 were 62

similar (P = 1.0 and 0.091) but MX10.1 was slightly higher (P = 63

0.011). Variation in the activity of singleton strains might be caused 64

by several factors, such as position effects from the w+ marker 65

construct, disruption of regulatory elements by the insertion, and 66

variation in genetic background, including from off-target CRISPR 67

mutations. 68

All four of the tandem duplicates showed significantly elevated 69

expression over the singletons (P < 0.05 in each comparison). 70

Three duplicates, TD6/2.20, TD6/5.1, and TD10/2.1, were not 71

significantly different from one another (P > 0.4). These were 72

also not different from the Adh f ast strain (P > 0.1), supporting 73

our speculation that duplicating an Adhslow allele would increase 74

activity within the range observed in natural populations. The 75

noteworthy exception among the duplications is TD10/5.16, which 76

showed surprisingly low activity, significantly lower than the other 77

tandems (P < 0.0001) but still higher than each Adhslow singleton 78

(P < 0.02). These results demonstrate that the RMTD duplication 79

process increased gene expression of Adh. Further, the variation 80

observed raises the possibility that the expression increase might 81

depend on the structure of the duplication. However, we caution 82

that this pilot study is based on limited genotypic replication, so 83

the observed difference among duplicate lines could instead be the 84

result of some other factor such as genetic background. 85

Contamination of homology arm sequence 86

Close analysis of sequences at the end of the project indicated that 87

a contamination had occurred in the creation of the homology 88

constructs. We believe that the impact of this contamination on 89

this experiment was minimal, but we document it here in case 90

this assumption is incorrect and because it has influenced related 91

work in preparation. In a nutshell, we discovered that the culture 92
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Figure 7 ADH enzyme activity of whole-fly extracts of tandem
duplicate and single-copy Adh lines. BDSC 55821 has a single-
copy Adhslow allele that matches the Adh sequence in the MX
marker-insertion and TD tandem duplicate lines. 55821-Fast has
an unrelated Adh f ast allele and is included for comparison. Units
are log2(

∆Abs340nm ·min−1

mg total protein ), i.e., one unit on the y-axis designates a
2-fold difference in ADH activity. Tukey boxplots (black) show
the distribution of data. Blue error bars show mean and 95%
confidence intervals from mixed-effects model fit. Tukey HSD
multiple comparisons were performed among all pairs of geno-
types and are summarized using Compact Letters Display (blue
letters). The letters designate groups that are not different, so a
genotype labeled ’ab’ has P ≥ 0.05 with any genotype labeled
with ’a’ and/or with ’b’. P < 0.05 if two genotypes do not share
any compact letter. n=17-30 replicate extracts were measured per
line as indicated, with sample sizes below 30 the result of lower
vial productivity.

of BG-55821 used to make the homology arms and the insertion1

lines carries two segregating Adh haplotypes, one Adh f ast and one2

Adhslow. The two haplotypes might conceivably have been present3

at the creation of the strain or might have been introduced subse-4

quently by outcrossing. The two haplotypes present a potential5

problem for this study because Adh f ast and Adhslow haplotypes6

differ substantially in ADH activity (Figure 7). A new culture of7

BDSC 55821 obtained from the Bloomington stock center in 20228

was found to contain only the Adhslow haplotype. This culture was9

used to replace the contaminated BG-55821. Below, we document10

the effect of the two haplotypes on the insertion lines.11

This contamination resulted in a different Adh haplotype being12

used at one stage of the experiment. Specifically, we determined13

that the aliquot of genomic DNA used to confirm the sequence of14

guide-RNA sites and to PCR-amplify the homology arms consisted15

of the Adh f ast haplotype. In contrast, each of the injected HDR16

constructs had inserted into the Adhslow haplotype. Once this17

discrepancy was discovered and understood, PCR and Sanger18

sequence analysis was used to verify that a single, identical Adhslow
19

haplotype occurred across the Adh transcribed region in BDSC20

55821, in each marker-insertion line, and in a slow haplotype that21

we isolated from BG-55821. This meant that this Adhslow haplotype22

could be used as a consistent reference for comparing the single 23

and tandem Adh duplications generated here, but with possible 24

contamination of the sequence of the homology arms of the HDR 25

construct. 26

Using a mismatched sequence in a homology arm could re- 27

sult in incorporation of that mismatch into the chromosome upon 28

repair of the double strand break. Because of the haplotype con- 29

tamination, each homology arm of the w-FRT and FRT-w constructs 30

contains a handful of sequence variants from the Adh f ast haplo- 31

type. These could have crossed in to the Adhslow chromosome 32

upon genomic insertion via homologous recombination, or not, 33

depending on where the Holliday junction was situated when 34

the double-strand-break-repair process resolved. To determine 35

whether this had happened, we sequenced the gene-facing ho- 36

mology arm from each marker-insertion line, as any incorporated 37

sequence variants on that side would be retained after tandem du- 38

plication. In lines MX2.3, MX5.1, and MX6.1, none of the sequence 39

variants in the gene-facing homology arm crossed in, but in line 40

MX10.1, 4 of 4 fast-type sequence variants in the homology arm 41

had crossed in (Figure S1). It seems unlikely that these variants 42

would influence ADH activity, as the MX10 site is in a position far 43

from Adh, and all known expression variation between fast and 44

slow haplotypes has so far been accounted for by variation in the 45

promoter and Adh transcribed region (Loehlin et al. 2019). In sum- 46

mary, the unanticipated occurrence of segregating Adh haplotypes 47

in the BG-55821 strain appears to have a fortuitously minimal 48

impact on the experiments described here. 49

Discussion 50

We successfully created four unique tandem duplications of the 51

Adh gene using the RMTD procedure. The resulting duplications 52

increase ADH activity, but to a different degree among lines, rais- 53

ing questions about the structure-expression relationship of tan- 54

dem duplications. Investigating these questions will require com- 55

parison of a broader array of tandem-duplicate structures. Such 56

experiments now appear to be possible. Our experience with 57

developing the RMTD approach suggests several planning con- 58

siderations for RMTD experiments to be practical and to produce 59

meaningful comparisons. 60

Expression of tandem duplicates from varying starting 61

positions 62

Our pilot enzyme activity study demonstrates that tandem dupli- 63

cations of Adh made using RMTD can increase gene expression. 64

Three of four tandem duplications produced about twice the activ- 65

ity of the single-copy lines, while the fourth, TD10/5.16, showed 66

lower expression. The observed variation among tandem dupli- 67

cate lines is intriguing, in light of the results of past studies that 68

observed deviations from two-fold expression (Loehlin and Carroll 69

2016; Hayward et al. 2017; Rogers et al. 2017; Konrad et al. 2018; 70

Loehlin et al. 2022). Several mechanisms have been hypothesized 71

that could explain why a tandem duplicated gene expresses dif- 72

ferently from the sum of two singletons (Loehlin et al. 2022). For 73

example, perhaps an enhancer element important for adult ex- 74

pression occurs to the left of site MX5. Insertion of w-FRT at MX5 75

results in lower ADH activity due to separation of the enhancer 76

from the Adh promoter. Then, in the duplications from site MX5, 77

the MX5-derived segment would be missing this enhancer, and 78

proper activation of its Adh gene would depend on its ability to 79

’share’ the enhancer from the left-hand segment. This might ex- 80

plain why the larger duplication TD10/5 has lower activity than 81

the smaller duplication TD6/5. However, the occurrence of an 82
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enhancer at this position would be contrary to previous transgene-1

based mapping (Posakony et al. 1985; Corbin and Maniatis 1989),2

and other explanations are possible.3

Overall, we believe that mechanistic interpretation of the ex-4

pression variation observed here is premature, owing to the limited5

genotype-level replication available, and given that both single-6

copy and tandem-duplicate lines varied in activity. The single-copy7

lines may have varied due to position effects from the mini-w+
8

marker, and the tandems may have varied due to gene distance9

or the inclusion of specific regulatory elements, but other explana-10

tions are possible. The expression of any particular line is deter-11

mined by both the experimental manipulation and by unplanned12

variation among lines, such as off-target CRISPR mutations or vari-13

ation in the genetic background. Unlinked variation could be par-14

titioned out by increasing replicate creation of specific genotypes,15

whereas unexpected effects of the experimental manipulation must16

be controlled by varying the experimental treatment.17

From our current perspective, proper assessment of the rela-18

tionship between single and duplicate expression needs to handle19

variation arising from both the experimental manipulation and20

background effects. Discriminating among these factors, in our21

view, would be best achieved by using a broader variety of in-22

sertion sites to generate a range of duplications, and obtaining23

replicate lines thereof, permitting deviations to be observed mul-24

tiple times independently and their origins traced. For example,25

in the enhancer-sharing hypothesis described above, the activity26

of duplications of Adh should show a steep threshold depending27

on the position of sites near the hypothetical enhancer, but should28

be nearly invariant among most other combinations of sites. The29

RMTD approach has the potential to facilitate discovery of such di-30

rect effects because it allows combinatoric variation of the position31

of both ends of a duplication, allowing independent manipulation32

of both duplicated block size and duplicated block content.33

Practical considerations for design of RMTD experiments34

We learned several practical lessons in developing this technique35

to the present stage. Effective design of the marker-recombinase36

constructs is critical. In our experience, the weak phenotype of37

some of the mini-w insertions made the phenotypic screening pro-38

cess to be challenging and inefficient, and in retrospect, the weak39

marker may have also reduced the recovery of CRISPR marker-40

insertion lines. We were able to resolve the phenotypic ambiguity41

using a molecular copy-number assay, but a stronger phenotypic42

marker would have been preferable. One solution might be to use43

dominant markers such as y+ or fluorescent proteins. In princi-44

ple, these would make phenotypic scoring more reliable, and we45

have conducted preliminary tests that are consistent with this. A46

stronger version of mini-w, perhaps using insulators, might also47

suffice, and would preserve the additional flexibility gained from48

semi-dominance of this marker. The version of mini-w used here49

lacks the 3’-flanking wari insulator that is present in longer mini-w50

constructs (Chetverina et al. 2008), which could have increased the51

influence of position effects on w expression (and, perhaps, Adh)52

that were evident in this study.53

The method used to insert the marker-FRT constructs is a cen-54

tral consideration, and this may change as technologies develop.55

Although we found better success with HDR-CRISPR than CRI-56

SPaint for insertion, HDR is more laborious, requiring assembly57

of a custom construct for each insertion site. The CRISPaint ap-58

proach remains appealing in that its donor plasmids are universal,59

requiring only a new guide RNA construct to add a new insertion60

site. Our insertion success rate with CRISPaint was too low to61

be useful, which led us to abandon it in favor of the more reli- 62

able HDR-CRISPR method. In retrospect, the weak visible marker 63

might have contributed to the low recovery rate, so this method is 64

still worth consideration. The NHEJ insertions produced by this 65

method are less predictable than those made with HDR (Zirin et al. 66

2021), and half of insertions will place the FRT site in a useless 67

reverse-complement orientation. CRISPaint may still be a good 68

idea for a large scale project that targets greater numbers of inser- 69

tion sites. The HDR-CRISPR approach described here was effective 70

at generating tandem duplications, even with the added obstacles 71

of multiple insertions and a weak phenotypic marker. Kanca et al. 72

(2019) recently demonstrated a faster approach to HDR construct 73

assembly using commercially synthesized homology arms that is 74

worth consideration. 75

Our initial rate of recovery of tandem duplicates was erratic. 76

Increasing the heat shock duration to 2h, as suggested by the 77

experiments of Chou and Perrimon (1992), substantially improved 78

our recovery of replicate tandem duplicates. The sensitivity of this 79

step suggests to us that testing may be needed for other labs to get 80

RMTD to work. 81

Repeatability and statistical power are major considerations in 82

the design of any experiment. For a genetic-manipulation experi- 83

ment, obtaining replicate genotypes often poses a practical barrier, 84

especially when increasing effort requires expensive processes 85

such as embryo injection. Here, our ability to draw conclusions 86

about the effects of the duplication on gene expression was limited 87

by only acquiring one replicate of several genotypes. A straightfor- 88

ward solution is to increase the effort to obtain critical genotypes. 89

However, part of the appeal of the RMTD approach is that many 90

different kinds of duplications can be created from a starting set of 91

marker-insertion sites, allowing construction of genotypes that are 92

analogous in structure. For example, this approach could generate 93

similar-sized tandem duplications from a variety of insertion po- 94

sitions, reducing the dependence on any particular genotype for 95

inferring a pattern. The work presented here suggests that such 96

experiments may now be achievable. 97

Marker removal should be considered in the experimental de- 98

sign if precise quantitative comparisons are required. For the 99

comparison of single and tandem duplicate expression, one needs 100

assurance that no other factors are influencing expression. In 101

this study, we observed varying Adh activity among the marker- 102

insertion lines, which might be explained by regulatory interaction 103

(position effects) between Adh and mini-w or other line-specific 104

effects. If regulatory interactions are the cause, we predict that 105

marker removal should restore a uniform gene expression level 106

among single-copy alleles. One way to achieve marker removal is 107

by recombining a marker-FRT with a FRT-marker construct at the 108

same site. Compared with our current design, this would require a 109

second set of constructs and injections for each site. Alternately, the 110

marker-FRT construct could be redesigned for endogenous marker 111

removal by flanking the marker gene with sites for a different 112

recombinase (e.g., LoxP). This alternate approach would require 113

fewer injections, but would result in a sequence ’scar’ (LoxP + FRT 114

site) that differs from the scar between tandem duplicates (FRT site 115

alone). It also potentially passages the focal gene through a differ- 116

ent genetic background (the Cre recombinase stock), which could 117

introduce a systematic bias between duplicate and non-duplicate 118

lines. 119

The RMTD procedure can be altered to produce additional ge- 120

nomic manipulations. A straightforward application is targeted 121

deletions of large segments, as these are produced as the coun- 122

terpart of tandem duplications (Figure 1), replacing the deleted 123
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segment with two copies of the marker gene. If markerless dele-1

tions are desired, this would require modifying the procedure. One2

approach to creating a limited set of markerless deletions would3

be to modify the construct to include a second recombinase site4

(e.g., LoxP) on the opposite end of the marker from FRT. However,5

to adapt the RMTD procedure to allow for markerless deletions6

among any combination of insertion sites (e.g., to delete candidate7

cis-regulatory elements), one needs a pair of marker-insertions8

where the order of w, FRT, and gene is reversed relative to the9

order used for duplication. Thus, obtaining both a marker-FRT10

and a FRT-marker construct at each insertion site would allow the11

full range of duplications, deletions, and marker-removals. This12

strategy would be flexible but imposes a tradeoff, as the resources13

needed for design, injection, and line maintenance of a second14

construct at each site might instead be applied to obtaining other15

insertions, such as expanding the number of insertion sites used16

for duplication.17
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Fly strains and plasmids are available from the corresponding19

author upon request. Sequence of the Adh region from strain20

BDSC 55821 is available at GenBank with the accession numbers:21
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